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77 GHz Automotive Safety Millimeter Wave Radar  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

77 GHz Millimeter wave automotive safety radar, SSR-10 is the new generation short range 
wideband, high resolution automotive radar sensor built with customizable cutting edge radar 
technologies. It is built on Millimeter wave technology allowing for ultra low power consumption 
and low unit cost. The sensor’s highly integrated hardware, advanced radar signal processing 
algorithms enable 360 surround high resolution detection when multiple units configured on the 
vehicle, and allow semi-autonomous or fully autonomous driving.  
 
The ultra high range resolution, faster update rates, CAN-FD data link options make it a great 
solution to implement sensor fusion for ADAS and self-driving applications.  
 
With the ruggedized design and the considerations for industrial and specialty vehicles, SRR-10 
automotive radar sensors can be strategically placed on the exterior of the vehicle and deliver the 
superior performance in all tough working site. 
 

Model No.: SRR-10 
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Applications: 
 
-Large vehicle parking sensor 
-Forward collision warning 
-Headway monitoring warning 
-Automatic emergency braking 
-Pedestrian and cyclist collision 
-Adaptive cruise control 
 
 
Data Sheet: 

Features Items Technical Data 

System property 

Working voltage 8-36VDC 
Working temperature  -40~85℃ 
Power consumption less than 2W 
Waterproof rating IP67 
Working band 77-81GHz 
Refresh rate  10-50Hz 
Communication interface CAN/UART 
Size 70.5mm x 70.5mm x 25mm 
Weight 175g 

Antenna 
performance 

Transceiver channels 2TX / 4RX 
Vertical beam width  +/- 15° 
Horizontal beam width  +/-60° 

Detection 
performance 

Distance resolution 0.04m 
Speed resolution  0.1m/s 
Speed range 30KM/H 
Ranging accuracy Better than 0.02m 
Speed measurement accuracy 0.1m/s 
Angle measurement accuracy 0.1° 
Detect distance 1-200m (customized) 

 
 
 
Multi-target tracking: 32 targets can be tracked simultaneously in the beam range; 
Communication interface: CAN interface rate 500K; serial port baud rate 115200; 
Data calibration: Data is calibrated by CAN and stored, and it takes effect after restarting the power 
supply; Firmware upgrade: free to disassemble, upgrade firmware through CAN interface, take 
effect after restarting power supply. 
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CAN transmission protocol: 
 
The CAN bus interface supports target information output, data calibration, firmware upgrade; the 
CAN bus communication network conforms to the ISO11898-2 standard, and the transmission rate 
is 500K bits/second, frame type is 29-bit extended frame ID. 
Bus message definition: 

Frame Format Base Message ID Message Name In/Out Contents 
Standard frame 0x40B  ObjectInfor  Out Target information 
Standard frame 0x200  ModeSelect  In Mode selection 
Standard frame 0x201  OnlineUpgr  Out Online upgrade 
Standard frame 0x520  OnlineUpgr  In Online upgrade 
Standard frame 0x521  OnlineUpgr  Out Online upgrade 
Standard frame 0x522  OnlineUpgr  In Online upgrade 
Standard frame 0x524  OnlineUpgr  In Online upgrade 
Standard frame 0x525  OnlineUpgr  Out Online upgrade 
Standard frame 0x700  DataCalibr  In Data calibration 
Standard frame 0x701  VersionInfor  Out Version Information 

 
ID calculation:  
Radar message ID = radar ID * 0x10 + base message ID;  
CAN bus can mount up to 16 devices, each device has its own ID;  
When the radar ID in the above table defaults to 0, the basic message ID is 0x40B, 0x200 , 0x201, 
0x700, 0x701; 
If the radar ID is configured to 1, its message ID is 0x41B, 0x210, 0x211, 0x710, 0x711, and so on. 
 
Target Information: 
The target information is sent through the ObjectInfor message frame, and the base message ID = 
0x40B; 
ObjectInfor message definition as:  

Signal Start bit Length Min  Max Definition 

Num 0 8 0 64 
The number of targets detected in the 
current frame 

Idx 8 8 0 64 
The target series number of the current 
frame detection 

X 16 16 0 65535 
The horizontal X axis of the current 
target, the coordinate conversion 
formula x = (N -32768)*0.01(m) 

Y 32 16 0 65535 
The longitudinal Y axis of the current 
target, the coordinate conversion 
formula y = N *0.01(m) 

V 48 16 0 65535 
Radial velocity of the current target, V 
conversion formula V = (N 
-32768)*0.01(m/s) 
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ID Data calibration:  
 
Step1: Enter the calibration mode through the ModeSelect message frame, the basic message ID = 
0x200; 

Signal Start bit Length Min  Max Definition 

Mode 0 8 0 64 
0 x A2: indicates entering data 
calibration mode 

 
Step2: The radar ID is calibrated by the DataCalibr message frame, the base message ID = 0x700; 

Signal Start bit Length Min  Max Definition 
MagicWord 0 32 \ \ 0x01090904 

RadarID 32 8 0 15 Radar ID number from 0-15 
Step3: Repower up, new ID active. 
 
CAN Protocols Structures:   

 
Demo interface: 
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Serial transmission protocol:  
The radar module uses 3.3V TTL level output by default. It can be external TTL to 232 module or 
other communication interface compatible with the current host hardware. The baud rate is 115200, 
and the data is output by string. 
-The first string represents the number of targets detected by the current frame. 
-The second string represents the target number detected by the current frame. 
-The third string represents the X-axis lateral coordinate (in m) of the current target. 
-The fourth string represents the Y-axis longitudinal coordinate (in m) of the current target. 
-The fifth string represents the Y-axis longitudinal velocity (in m/s) of the current target. 
The strings are separated by spaces, and the data between different target numbers is distinguished 
by the line feed \n; 
 
Examples of receiving data are as follows: 
2 0 -1.33 7.11 0.01 
2 1 -0.06 1.92 0.00 
This part of the data indicates: 
2 targets were detected, 
No. 0 The target is located at -1.33m in the horizontal direction, 7.11m in the longitudinal direction, 
and the longitudinal velocity is 0.01m/s; 
No. 1 The target is located at -0.06m in the horizontal direction, 1.92m in the longitudinal direction, 
and the longitudinal velocity is 0.00m/s. 
 

Pin definition and interface cable description 
 

 
 

Pins Labels Cable Color Definition 
1 GND Black Negative power supply 
2 VCC Red Positive power supply 
3 Serial port RX Brown Serial port TTL 3.3V level RX  
4 CANL Yellow CAN Low 
5 Serial port TX White Serial port TTL 3.3V level TX 
6 CANH Green CAN High 
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Dimensions: 

 


